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Q. Please state your name and on whose behalf you are offering testimony. 1 

A. My name is Martin R. Cohen and I am providing Rebuttal Testimony on behalf of the 2 

Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”). 3 

Q. Are you the same Martin R. Cohen who presented Direct Testimony in this 4 

proceeding? 5 

A. Yes. 6 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 7 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the Direct Testimony of Mr. Kevin Wright 8 

and Mr. Stephen Puican on behalf of ICEA and RESA, Mr. James L. Crist on behalf of 9 

the Retail Gas Suppliers (“RGS”), Dr. David Rearden on behalf of the Energy Division 10 

Staff (“Staff”) of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”), and the Rebuttal 11 

Testimony of Mr. Craig Nelson and Ms. Vonda Seckler on behalf of Ameren Illinois 12 

Company (“AIC” or “Company”) regarding the costs and implementation of a Small 13 

Volume Transportation (“SVT”) program in its service territories. 14 

Q. Please summarize your Rebuttal Testimony. 15 

A. I discuss the testimony of Mr. Wright and Mr. Puican and see no evidence presented of 16 

quantifiable benefits to offset the significant costs of SVT implementation.  I recommend 17 

that, if the Commission decides to order SVT implementation, tariffs should be litigated 18 

in a separate proceeding, as suggested by Dr. Rearden and agreed to by Mr. Nelson, to 19 

allow the parties to address issues that lack consensus, including Riders SVT, GSIC, and 20 
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GTA; contract portability; the Purchase of Receivables (POR) component of Ameren’s 21 

sample tariff; and additional consumer protections that are necessary.  Absent legislative 22 

mandate, the Commission should very carefully review any POR proposal, a review that 23 

is not functionally possible in the context of this rate case.  A separate tariff proceeding 24 

would allow the parties and the Commission to ensure these issues are adequately 25 

investigated.  Furthermore, given the speculative nature of its benefits and the unique 26 

circumstances of AIC and its customers, I recommend that if the Commission decides to 27 

go ahead with SVT, cost, benefits, and the effectiveness of competition be tracked and 28 

reported annually by the Office of Retail Market Development.  If the Commission 29 

approves an SVT tariff in this proceeding, I further recommend that three consumer 30 

protections be included in the order, to address the problems seen in other Illinois service 31 

territories with gas choice programs.  32 

Q. Your Direct Testimony recommended that the Commission seek evidence of 33 

whether or not the costs of SVT are likely to be exceeded by its benefits to 34 

customers.  After reviewing the testimony of the aforementioned witnesses, do you 35 

still hold that opinion? 36 

A. Yes.  Ms. Seckler has updated AIC’s requested cost recovery for SVT to reflect the 37 

Company’s latest projection of $10.6 million.  Under the Company’s proposal, the costs 38 

would be recovered from all of AIC’s ratepayers.  The Commission should approve SVT 39 

implementation only if the evidence demonstrates that that annual benefits to customers 40 

will exceed the annual costs paid by customers in rates.  I agree with Mr. Nelson that it 41 

would not be efficient for the Commission in this docket to ask AIC to file tariffs to 42 

implement SVT while simultaneously conditioning the program on a cost/benefit 43 
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demonstration.  The costs and benefits of residential gas choice should be examined in 44 

this proceeding, and benefits should be shown to outweigh costs before Commission 45 

approval of SVT implementation.  46 

Q.  Does evidence presented to date demonstrate that SVT benefits are likely to 47 

outweigh its costs? 48 

A. No.  The record as yet contains no evidence of quantifiable prospective benefits as 49 

compared to the projected costs.  ICEA-RESA witness Mr. Puican discusses the Ohio 50 

auction platform as “an illustration of the potential for the market to produce lower retail 51 

natural gas commodity prices than the existing regulatory system.”  However, in response 52 

to a discovery request, Mr. Puican responded that he did not perform an analysis of the 53 

retail gas supply offers in Illinois (CUBRESA 2.03).  Residential customers in the 54 

territories of Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”), North Shore Gas 55 

Company (“North Shore”) and Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company 56 

(“Nicor”) have been able to choose a gas supplier for many years.  Whether or not those 57 

markets have produced benefits for Illinois consumers would be directly relevant to the 58 

Commission’s decision about whether or not to expand gas choice into Ameren 59 

territories.  60 

Absent evidence of consumer benefit, and in light of the fact that there is no legislative 61 

mandate for residential retail gas competition, if the Commission were to approve SVT 62 

implementation, it would do so in reliance on its past support for retail marketing and its 63 

belief in future benefits that have not been quantified prospectively for AIC and have not 64 

been quantified retrospectively for other Illinois gas choice programs.  In short, approval 65 
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of SVT for AIC would be based on the Commission’s faith that effective competition will 66 

eventually emerge in the Illinois retail gas market and that this emergence will bring 67 

lower gas costs and additional product offers to consumers, not evidence that such effect 68 

is likely to occur.  69 

Q. Should the Commission apply particular scrutiny to the SVT tariff’s POR 70 

component? 71 

A. Yes.  Considering the Commission recently denied a POR tariff for Northern Illinois Gas 72 

Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor”), in Docket No. 12-0596, the Commission 73 

should examine Rider SVT, which includes POR, in light of its analysis in Docket No. 74 

12-0596.  In that Docket, the Commission concluded that it did not have sufficient 75 

evidence to conclude that the benefits of a POR program would outweigh the costs that 76 

customers would bear.  A consistent analysis should apply here, taking into account the 77 

particular circumstances of AIC and the evidence in this docket.  To date, this record is 78 

void of any quantifiable benefits that could or would occur as a result of the SVT tariff or 79 

the POR component of the tariff. 80 

Q. Does Mr. Puican’s testimony regarding Ohio’s gas auctions demonstrate that there 81 

would, in fact, be benefits from retail gas competition in the AIC service territories? 82 

A. No.  The gas market structure Mr. Puican describes in Ohio has much more in common 83 

with municipal electricity aggregation in Illinois than it does with the gas SVT program 84 

under consideration.  According to his description, gas marketers in Ohio bid against 85 

each other to beat a benchmark utility price in order to set prices under which they will 86 

serve mass market customers.  This appears similar to the way in which electricity 87 
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marketers in Illinois bid against each other to beat a benchmark utility price in order to 88 

set prices under which they will serve municipal aggregation customers.  89 

Mr. Puican acknowledges that an auction does not exist in Illinois and is not being 90 

proposed here, but nonetheless provides data regarding the Ohio auction results.  91 

However, to my knowledge a study of the “benchmark delta” for Illinois utility PGAs has 92 

not been conducted, so we do not know if the Illinois utility procurement processes 93 

produce results similar to Ohio’s.  Even assuming that such an auction in Illinois would 94 

produce lower commodity costs than PGA procurement, that fact alone would not 95 

necessarily indicate that SVT customers would see lower prices, which I believe to be a 96 

crucial potential benefit of competitive retail markets.  A retailer must sell gas at prices 97 

that exceed its commodity procurement costs by an amount sufficient to cover its costs of 98 

marketing, administration, and customer service, as well as provide a profit to the firm. 99 

Mr. Puican’s illustration ignores the amounts that would be added to the cited wholesale 100 

procurement costs to produce retail prices in the SVT program. 101 

Q. Will you please respond to Mr. Wright’s testimony that the more than 550,000 102 

residential customers in AIC’s service territory who currently purchase electricity 103 

from non-utility providers “should be given the opportunity to choose their natural 104 

gas supplier similar to the opportunities that they have enjoyed for customer choice 105 

in the electric market?” (line 210-212) 106 

A. The retail electricity market and the retail gas market have markedly different dynamics 107 

due to differences in policy, law, and physics, but I will focus here on the element that 108 

most distinguishes them in the experience of residential customers in Illinois:  almost all 109 
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residential electricity customers served by non-utility providers did not choose a provider 110 

but instead had the choice made for them by their local government, under the state’s 111 

municipal aggregation program.  The Office of Retail Market Development 2013 Annual 112 

Report pursuant to Section 20-110 of the Public Utilities Act reports that a total of just 113 

173 residential electricity customers of AIC were served by non-utility providers prior to 114 

the advent of municipal aggregation.  In the SVT gas market, shopping customers will 115 

indeed be making a choice, as municipal aggregation does not exist for gas supply.  116 

However, I do not agree with Mr. Wright that there is “an existing customer base of 117 

knowledge and awareness” regarding retail energy shopping.  I see no evidence that most 118 

residential customers have yet acquired sufficient knowledge and awareness to be smart 119 

shoppers in the natural gas market, particularly in light of the many products that Mr. 120 

Wright envisions being offered. 121 

Q. What customer benefits does Mr. Wright assert will result from allowing gas choice 122 

in Ameren’s territory? 123 

A. One opportunity foreseen by Mr. Wright is that “suppliers who currently offer electric 124 

service in AIC’s territory may be able to offer ‘multi-product’ discounts for natural gas in 125 

combination with electricity offerings.”  I interpret this to mean that suppliers with 126 

municipal aggregation contracts intend to solicit their residential and small commercial 127 

retail customers to purchase gas from them in addition to electricity. 128 

Q. Are there potential pitfalls with this type of product offering? 129 

Yes. Unlike Peoples, Nicor, and ComEd (the other companies with retail choice programs) 130 

Ameren is a combined gas and electric utility.  And unlike the Peoples and Nicor 131 
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programs, the SVT program advocated for AIC by Mr. Wright, Mr. Crist and Mr. Puican, 132 

and assumed by Ms. Seckler, would include PORCB.  133 

With an existing customer relationship provided through municipal aggregation, an 134 

incumbent retail electricity supplier would have a powerful advantage in marketing 135 

natural gas to individual households.  Many consumers would likely be influenced by 136 

statements from a gas supplier that it has been chosen by the municipality as the default 137 

electricity provider and is already providing the customer electricity at a lower price than 138 

the utility.  That pre-existing relationship could pose a significant barrier to other 139 

providers, reducing the level of effective competition and thus potentially raising costs to 140 

customers.  Such a pre-existing relationship also carries with it the potential for customer 141 

confusion and/or misleading marketing by suppliers eager to capture additional revenue 142 

from existing electricity customers. The Commission should consider how the unique 143 

circumstances of Ameren Illinois, the inclusion of POR in the sample tariff, and the 144 

interplay of the retail gas and electricity markets would affect competitive retail energy 145 

markets and the experience of consumers.   146 

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Rearden’s recommendation that the Commission limit its 147 

determination in this docket to whether AIC should move forward with SVT and 148 

that SVT tariffs be litigated in a separate docket? 149 

A. I agree that SVT tariffs should be litigated separately, if the Commission decides to order 150 

SVT implementation.  The Company has offered “sample” tariffs, which were the 151 

product of discussions during the workshop process, but those tariff s have not been 152 

suspended and Ameren is not seeking approval of them (and, incidentally, those tariffs 153 
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were filed as a supplemental Part 285 filing, and not served upon the parties).  RESA, 154 

ICEA and RGS have identified several provisions of the sample tariffs (i.e. Rider GTA, 155 

Rider GSIC, and UCB/POR) that they take issue with and/or believe require further 156 

discussion, and other parties may raise issues with these tariffs after they are filed.  Given 157 

the lack of consensus cited by Mr. Nelson and Commission Staff, a separate docket is 158 

needed for tariff litigation.   159 

Q. In light of the Direct Testimony of parties to this docket, if the Commission 160 

approves SVT, what additional steps do you recommend be included in the Order?  161 

A. If the Commission decides in this docket to go forward with SVT implementation, I 162 

recommend that the order include additional policy directives beyond directing AIC to 163 

file SVT tariffs and allowing the Company to recover SVT costs.  If the Commission 164 

approves SVT, I recommend that the Office of Retail Market Development be ordered to 165 

track costs and benefits of retail gas choice in the AIC service territories and report 166 

annually on them to the Commission in a public document.  The report should also 167 

include information about the extent and effectiveness of competition in the AIC 168 

residential gas markets, including the number of customers who have switched to 169 

alternative suppliers, the prices and terms of supplier contract offers, the relevant utility 170 

price to compare for the same period, and the number and nature of complaints to the 171 

ICC regarding each supplier, and other information deemed appropriate by the 172 

Commission. 173 

Q. Why should the Commission track costs, benefits, and the effectiveness of 174 

competition resulting from SVT? 175 
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A. As I have explained, the putative benefits of SVT are speculative while the costs are real 176 

and substantial, as is the potential for customer confusion and/or misleading marketing.  177 

And AIC, as Illinois’ only large combined gas and electric utility, is in a unique situation.  178 

Most of its small volume electric customers already purchase electricity from competitive 179 

suppliers through municipal aggregations.  The implications of these existing 180 

relationships for the dynamics of the retail gas market are unknown, particularly if AIC 181 

also becomes the only Illinois gas utility with PORCB in place.  Essentially, SVT would 182 

be an experimental program, and its results over time should be carefully scrutinized.  In 183 

order to consider whether program changes are necessary to improve the effectiveness of 184 

competition and the benefits to customers, I recommend that the Order include a 185 

Commission review of SVT after 24 months of operation. 186 

Q. Do you have additional recommendations to make after reviewing the Direct and 187 

Rebuttal testimony to date? 188 

A. Yes.  I recommended in my Direct Testimony that the Commission address the need for 189 

additional consumer protections prior to deciding whether to approve implementation of 190 

SVT.  Obviously, if the Commission decides not to go forward with SVT in Ameren 191 

territory, these issues need not be addressed.  But if the decision is made to move forward 192 

with SVT implementation, I recommend that, to address the problems seen in other 193 

Illinois retail gas marketing programs, three specific consumer protections should be 194 

ordered: 195 

1) A customer shall be absolved from paying any termination fees if, prior to the due date 196 

of their first bill, they notify the supplier that they are terminating the contract.  197 
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2)  When a customer has accepted service from a supplier after solicitation by a door-to-198 

door salesperson, there shall be no termination fees assessed if the customer terminates 199 

during the first 6 billing cycles. 200 

3)  If a supplier’s marketing materials include a price comparison of the supplier rate and 201 

the gas utility rate, the depiction of such comparison shall display at least three years of 202 

data in no greater than quarterly increments and shall also display the supplier’s offered 203 

price for the same or equivalent product(s) or service(s) for each of the same increments.  204 

Q. Why are these consumer protections necessary? 205 

A. By allowing consumers to terminate service without penalty in a reasonable time after 206 

execution of an agreement, and requiring equivalent price comparisons over a reasonable 207 

period of time, these consumer protections would address the well-documented problems 208 

of misleading marketing seen in Northern Illinois gas choice programs, which were 209 

described in my Direct Testimony.    210 

Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal Testimony? 211 

A. Yes. 212 


